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I’m A Tiger                           MY BABY THE BOMB 
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My Baby The Bomb (MBTB) have conjured up a tiger. In the depths of a multi-coloured 

jungle the injured animal roars a death rattle against his final hours. MBTB help him back 

on to his feet with their debut I'm A Tiger. 
 

So what’s the remedy? A potent dose of delight and zest for life (Confiness) on the one hand and 
thoughtfulness (Heavy Boots) and recollection (Bricklayer) on the other. The entertaining, multi-
faceted and fresh-sounding I’m A Tiger brings together all those who find the same joy in music as 
they do in life. 
 
There is for example Barbie Doll, a childlike song that really gets under your skin. And while the 
plastic doll is turning into putty in the handsome Ken’s hands, the night owls are urging you to take 
heed for the future (Owl’s Hoot) or the band is spelling out in no uncertain terms who has their 
blessing and who definitely does not (No You Don’t Belong). With Lost Boy, MBTB really take off 
with a fantastic song, Karin Steffen and Mira Heller’s voices spiralling up ever higher, taking away 
any meaning from lost loves. 
 
I'm A Tiger acts a bit like a wolf in sheep's clothing. Many see him, but no one dares to try and 
tame him. And because the wolf is not a wolf here but a tiger, it makes this debut all the more 
amazing. 
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Tracklist 01 Owl’s Hoot   ǀ  02 Confiness   ǀ  03 Heavy Boots  ǀ  04 As Well As He Could  ǀ  05 Barbie Doll  

ǀ  06  No You Don’t Belong  ǀ  07 Lost Boy  ǀ  08 Bricklayer 
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